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Creating a blog
Note: the blog system is not a separate menu item. Blogs live in the main content but use
a set of templates and items created in the main tree by the “Articulate” module; similar to
“Notices”.
To create the blog holder:
1. Hit ⋯ on the article below which you want to hang the blog
(often, but not always, the home page)
2. Choose the “Articulate” type

3. Give your blog at least a name & title


If you want allow discussions set the “Disqus Shortname” to “GlosCC” or configure
your own Diqus account2

4. Customise if you want but the defaults on this tab are fine
5. Style is a bit hit & miss – there are several Themes available but some are flaky3.
Mini and Vapor are the least problematical but all have some issues:


The Banner does not work on some.



Some do not show the Logo

2

Setting up Disqus accounts is outside the scope of this cheat-sheet. See: https://disqus.com/

3

See Appendix 1: Themes for details of what themes are installed & why you wouldn’t want to use some of them!
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Set the Logo up with care – it gets clipped into a circle on some themes so wide
logos like the full Gloucestershire County Council logo don’t work. (The county
stamp logo is better.)



Experiment to see what appears & what doesn’t & whether you like the layouts.

6. MetaWeblog options don’t apply – the software needed is out of service
7. Page Info is also pointless as it changes nothing
8. Related data does not appear
9. Notices do not appear on blogs
10. I haven’t been able to confirm whether the Search Metadata tab has any effect yet
11. Hide from navigation does not work (although there is an open bug report about visibility of
unpublished & hidden pages which is yet to be deployed which might affect this)
Once your basic blog container is ready you will need to add its two components:
1. One “Archive” which will contain all the blog posts
These are not visible as normal child articles but show in a table of contents
Note: it is possible to add more than one Archive but this only blog entries in the first container appear on the menus
2. One or more “Authors” groups –you can then set the author for a blog and have their profile
show in the blog footer

Setting up Authors
Only some Themes will show the Author – Of the three most usable themes, Vapor does but Mini
and Phantom don’t so check your chosen them first before deciding whether you need to set up Authors.
Note: as with the blog container set up above, most of the tabs shown on the Authors page
are non-functional so we’ll only cover the main “Child items” tab which is the container for
all the Author’s profiles.
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1. Create the Author container using the Blog ⋯and selecting “Articulate Authors”
(You can create multiple author containers if you need to)

2. The container is created with a “Child Items” tab containing a single obvious button

3. This opens a multi-tabbed item but only the main “Author info” tab is used


Set a short name (the blog name field has no selector so a memorable name helps)



Optionally upload an image – the clip to circle constraints apply



Optionally set a URL to the authors page or Twitter stream



Optionally add a short bio

You can add as many authors as you need – they will be shown in a table in the Authors section
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Creating blog posts
You can do this either inside Umbraco using the RTE editor as you would with a normal page or by
using the browser “a-new” link and the online “Markdown4” editor. The Markdown editor is also
available inside Umbraco so you can choose to create all your blog posts in Markdown for consistency, although this is unnecessary.

Getting things organised
Note: You will need to understand the difference between containers, categories and tags
and their effect on the blog display and menus in the various themes available. Confusingly, some themes use Tags or Categories to organise content but call them something different such as “Label”. Choose your theme and establish what is shown so you can plan
how to Tag and Categorise content.
Containers
Articulate allows you to create multiple containers (like folders) into which you can place the blog
posts. These containers are not suitable for organising posts as only posts in the container sorted to
first position on the tree are visible in the blog menu. Blog posts in any subsequent containers are
invisible on the blog so they are only suitable for archiving posts or holding work-in-progress.
Tags
Most themes show the Tag of the post as a live link allowing visitors to drill down to show only posts
with that Tag.
Category
Some Themes also show Category which can be used as a secondary level of organisation.

4

Markdown is a method of formatting text using special characters to flag things like headings, lists, indents and horizontal

rules. It may also be possible to add some HTML code but you will need to experiment with this to see what Umbraco
supports. The basic syntax is available on https://daringfireball.net/projects/Markdown/syntax
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Creating a post in Umbraco
Blog posts live in the blog “Archive” (or whatever you have chosen to call the first post container.

Create a post by clicking “Create” > “Articulate Rich Text” (or “Articulate Markdown” if you prefer).
Post Attributes
Use this to set:


Name (mandatory as usual)



Tags – treat this as the primary level when organising your posts



Slug – this adds a user specified url suffix to the blog URL instead of the post name
(think of this as a way of setting a friendlier URL)



Categories – treat this as the secondary level when organising posts
(Remember! Not all themes show Categories)



Excerpt – appears in the blog list and RSS feed
(If you don’t specify this Articulate will take the first section of text as an abstract.)



Author – an author as listed in your Authors container
(It’s important to check the name as Articulate does not offer a pick list)



Published Date – you can specify this or let Articulate pick it up automatically



Enable Comments – if Disqus is properly configured & this is checked the blog will allow
comments
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Content
This is the body of the blog which either uses the simple RTE editor or the Articulate Markdown editor.
The RTE editor is the same as the standard Umbraco content editor with fewer buttons.
The Markdown editor could best be described as “quirky” – allowing you to generate Markdown
codes with buttons & shortcut keys. In practice some of this code is broken so you may need to
clean up. Should you choose to use Markdown it’s probably best to understand the code so you can
spot & clean up the errors: https://daringfireball.net/projects/Markdown/. (Alternatively you can use a
better online editor like editor.md and copy & paste the result into Umbraco.

Creating a blog post from the browser
You can use a special “a-new” URL to add posts to your blog without opening Umbraco. This is particularly useful if you want to post from a small mobile device (phone or tablet) where the Umbraco
system can be unfriendly – fingers are no substitute for a mouse or trackpad.
Assume your blog URL is: http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/myblog/
Your posting URL would be: http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/myblog/a-new/
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This opens a blank canvas:

The canvas is bare and the only controls available allow you to embed an image from your camera
roll or take a picture if your device has a camera.
Enter the blog post title on the top line and use Markdown to format the post body.
Absolute minimum Markdown
See “Appendix 2: Markdown quick start” for fuller documentation5.


Use hashes (#) to specify headings
##Heading 2
###Heading 3, etc

5

Complete documentation is available online at https://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown
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Unmarked text is treated as paragraphs – two carriage returns signal the end of the paragraph



Use dashes to specify bullet points
- Bullet 1
- Bullet 2



Number list items to specify numbered lists
1. List 1
2. List 2



Links are two part [link text](link url “Title”) – “Title” optional
eg [an example](http://example.com/ "Title")



Web addresses can be show as links by using <angle brackets> like
<http://www.bbc.co.uk>



Images like links but preceded by an exclamation
![Alt text](/path/to/img.jpg "Optional title")
So obviously you have to know the link to the image.



Emphasise with the asterisk
*single asterisks* - the equiavalent of italic
**double asterisks** - the equivalent of bold



Indents can be created with the >
> will indent this line one “tab”
> > will indent this two
You can use this to produce nested lists



To show a horizontal rule just put three asterisks on an otherwise blank line
***
like that



If you need to show any of the above special characters as-is, precede them with a backslash (\)
So
\*\*\*
will show the asterisks rather than the a horizontal rule
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Have a look at https://daringfireball.net/projects/Markdown/basics.text to see the code for…
https://daringfireball.net/projects/Markdown/basics which is a good introduction to Markdown.
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Official documentation from the Articulate wiki!
(The headings link to the “official” documentation with the text below giving Gloucestershire County
Council specific hints, tips & instructions.)

Features
Lists the features of Articulate

Installation
Describes how to install Articulate in Umbraco, either as an Umbraco package or a Nuget package
in Visual Studio.

Themes
Describes how to use, modify and create Articulate themes

Creating a blog post
Describes the various ways of creating a blog post

Comments
Describes how to enable and setup comments for your blog posts

Importing
Describes how to import blog posts from another BlogMl source

Configuration
Describes how to configure various Articulate options during application startup
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Appendix 1: Themes
Most of the themes have issues – some pros & cons of each are outlined below.
It’s advisable to give each theme a thorough test before committing to it and posting your blogs.

Edictum

Pros


Clean, simple list of blog posts



Includes Logo

Cons


No categories or tags



Typography is an acquired taste.



No secondary navigation
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Missing Banner

Gloucester

Pros


Clean & nice typography

Cons


“Filter by” is not set up



No Logo or Banner



Panels are uneven if excerpt is short (should not be a problem on a live site)
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Material

Pros


“Add” button to create a post from the browser



Shows Logo



Some interesting RSS features

Cons


Confusing menu system which is difficult to navigate



No Banner



Awful style
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Mini (probably the best / most versatile)

Pros


Fairly clean & clear



Both Logo and Banner



Has the most complete set of menu options

Cons


Some links (Published in) have unclear purpose
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Phantom

Pros


Clean & very clear typography



Shows Logo

Cons


No Banner



Random, un-configured GitHub, G+ & Twitter icons (would need template editing to set up)
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Shazwazza

Pros


The article list is clean

Cons


Everything else – it would need major intervention at template level to get this properly set
up
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VAPOR

Pros


Clean & clear



Shows Logo

Cons


No Banner



Navigation is not obvious
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Appendix 2: Markdown quick start
Paragraphs, Headers, Blockquotes
A paragraph is simply one or more consecutive lines of text, separated by one or more blank lines.
(A blank line is any line that looks like a blank line — a line containing nothing but spaces or tabs is
considered blank.) Normal paragraphs should not be indented with spaces or tabs.
Markdown offers two styles of headers: Setext and atx . Setext-style headers for <h1> and <h2> are
created by “underlining” with equal signs (=) and hyphens (-), respectively. To create an atx-style
header, you put 1-6 hash marks (#) at the beginning of the line — the number of hashes equals the
resulting HTML header level.
Blockquotes are indicated using email-style ‘>’ angle brackets.

Markdown:
A First Level Header
====================
A Second Level Header
--------------------Now is the time for all good men to come to
the aid of their country. This is just a
regular paragraph.
The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy
dog's back.
### Header 3
> This is a blockquote.
>
> This is the second paragraph in the blockquote.
>
> ## This is an H2 in a blockquote

Output:
<h1>A First Level Header</h1>
<h2>A Second Level Header</h2>
<p>Now is the time for all good men to come to
the aid of their country. This is just a
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regular paragraph.</p>
<p>The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy
dog's back.</p>
<h3>Header 3</h3>
<blockquote>
<p>This is a blockquote.</p>
<p>This is the second paragraph in the blockquote.</p>
<h2>This is an H2 in a blockquote</h2>
</blockquote>

Phrase Emphasis
Markdown uses asterisks and underscores to indicate spans of emphasis.

Markdown:
Some of these words *are emphasized*.
Some of these words _are emphasized also_.
Use two asterisks for **strong emphasis**.
Or, if you prefer, __use two underscores instead__.

Output:
<p>Some of these words <em>are emphasized</em>.
Some of these words <em>are emphasized also</em>.</p>
<p>Use two asterisks for <strong>strong emphasis</strong>.
Or, if you prefer, <strong>use two underscores instead</strong>.</p>

Lists
Unordered (bulleted) lists use asterisks, pluses, and hyphens (*, +, and -) as list markers. These
three markers are interchangable; this:
*
*
*

Candy.
Gum.
Booze.

this:
+
+
+

Candy.
Gum.
Booze.

and this:
-

Candy.
Gum.
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-

Booze.

all produce the same output:
<ul>
<li>Candy.</li>
<li>Gum.</li>
<li>Booze.</li>
</ul>

Ordered (numbered) lists use regular numbers, followed by periods, as list markers:
1.
2.
3.

Red
Green
Blue

Output:
<ol>
<li>Red</li>
<li>Green</li>
<li>Blue</li>
</ol>

If you put blank lines between items, you’ll get <p> tags for the list item text. You can create multiparagraph list items by indenting the paragraphs by 4 spaces or 1 tab:
*

A list item.
With multiple paragraphs.

*

Another item in the list.

Output:
<ul>
<li><p>A list item.</p>
<p>With multiple paragraphs.</p></li>
<li><p>Another item in the list.</p></li>
</ul>

Links
Markdown supports two styles for creating links: inline and reference . With both styles, you use
square brackets to delimit the text you want to turn into a link.

Inline-style links use parentheses immediately after the link text. For example:
This is an [example link](http://example.com/).

Output:
<p>This is an <a href="http://example.com/">
example link</a>.</p>
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Optionally, you may include a title attribute in the parentheses:
This is an [example link](http://example.com/ "With a Title").

Output:
<p>This is an <a href="http://example.com/" title="With a Title">
example link</a>.</p>

Reference-style links allow you to refer to your links by names, which you define elsewhere in your
document:
I get 10 times more traffic from [Google][1] than from
[Yahoo][2] or [MSN][3].
[1]: http://google.com/
[2]: http://search.yahoo.com/
[3]: http://search.msn.com/

"Google"
"Yahoo Search"
"MSN Search"

Output:
<p>I get 10 times more traffic from <a href="http://google.com/"
title="Google">Google</a> than from <a href="http://search.yahoo.com/"
title="Yahoo Search">Yahoo</a> or <a href="http://search.msn.com/"
title="MSN Search">MSN</a>.</p>

The title attribute is optional. Link names may contain letters, numbers and spaces, but are not case
sensitive:
I start my morning with a cup of coffee and
[The New York Times][NY Times].
[ny times]: http://www.nytimes.com/

Output:
<p>I start my morning with a cup of coffee and
<a href="http://www.nytimes.com/">The New York Times</a>.</p>

Images
Image syntax is very much like link syntax.
Inline (titles are optional):
![alt text](/path/to/img.jpg "Title")

Reference-style:
![alt text][id]
[id]: /path/to/img.jpg "Title"

Both of the above examples produce the same output:
<img src="/path/to/img.jpg" alt="alt text" title="Title" />
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Code
In a regular paragraph, you can create code span by wrapping text in backtick quotes. Any ampersands (&) and angle brackets (< or >) will automatically be translated into HTML entities. This makes
it easy to use Markdown to write about HTML example code:
I strongly recommend against using any `<blink>` tags.
I wish SmartyPants used named entities like `&mdash;`
instead of decimal-encoded entites like `&#8212;`.

Output:
<p>I strongly recommend against using any
<code>&lt;blink&gt;</code> tags.</p>
<p>I wish SmartyPants used named entities like
<code>&amp;mdash;</code> instead of decimal-encoded
entites like <code>&amp;#8212;</code>.</p>

To specify an entire block of pre-formatted code, indent every line of the block by 4 spaces or 1 tab.
Just like with code spans, &, <, and > characters will be escaped automatically.

Markdown:
If you want your page to validate under XHTML 1.0 Strict,
you've got to put paragraph tags in your blockquotes:
<blockquote>
<p>For example.</p>
</blockquote>

Output:
<p>If you want your page to validate under XHTML 1.0 Strict,
you've got to put paragraph tags in your blockquotes:</p>
<pre><code>&lt;blockquote&gt;
&lt;p&gt;For example.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;/blockquote&gt;
</code></pre>
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Appendix 3: “Hard copy” of the online wiki6
For the hardcore user…

Features
Supporting all the features you'd want in a blogging platform


Categories & Tags



Themes



Live Writer support



Markdown support



Easily post from your mobile phone including adding images and photos direct from you
camera



Disqus, Google+ or Facebook comment support



Search



Blogml import/export



During import we can also export a compatible XML so you can easily import your comments
to Disqus



RSS



Built in or custom feed



Feeds per category/tag



Customizable urls



Author profiles

Minimum requirements
Articulate version 2+ is only compatible with Umbraco 7.3+

6

Downloaded 05 July 2017 from https://github.com/Shandem/Articulate/wiki
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Installation
Umbraco back office
You can install Articulate as an Umbraco package, either by downloading the package from
our.umbraco.com and installing a local package, or by finding Articulate in the package repository in
the Umbraco back office.
Once installed, Articulate will create all of the required documents and also a sample blog post.

Manually
To manually install a new Articulate blog, you will first need to install the package so the correct
document and data types are installed. After that all you need to do is create an 'Articulate' node
type in your Umbraco content tree. Articulate will automatically then create all required child nodes.
Then all you need to do is publish these nodes and you will have a new Articulate blog root.
If for some reason the Authors or Archive nodes are not set to "List Views", you will need to manually set this in your document type settings for both "Articulate Authors" and "Articulate Archive" doc
types - both of these need to be list views

Themes
Installed themes
Articulate is installed with 5 themes, each of which has a different level of functionality. It is easy to
add functionality to a theme as most of the functionality is exposed by simple markup methods.
Each theme, apart from Shazwazza was imported into Articulate from various MIT licensed Ghost
themes - it is very easy to migrate a Ghost theme to Articulate.
Shazwazza
This theme is the one I've been using for my own blog http://shazwazza.com for years, it was originally modified from a BlogEngine.net theme. It has been updated with new styles & fonts and is now
responsive (based on ResponsiveBp).
This theme contains the most features of all other themes shipped with Articulate.
Required modifications
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This theme supports the Twitter 'Follow' button, if you want this functionality you'll need to modify
the partial view: /App_Plugins/Articulate/Themes/Shazwazza/Views/Partials/Follow.cshtml and follow the instructions listed in that file to enter your own Twitter name.
VAPOR
This is the default theme installed, it is a very clean & simple responsive theme but supports more
functionality of any of the other imported Ghost themes. Originally created by Seth Lilly
Phantom
Original theme for Ghost can be found here: https://github.com/Bartinger/phantom/. It's a nice simple responsive theme.
Required modifications
This theme has profile buttons on the sidebar featuring Twitter, Google+ and GitHub accounts. If
you want this functionality you'll need to modify the partial view:
/App_Plugins/Articulate/Themes/Phantom/Views/Partials/Sidebar.cshtml and follow the instructions
listed in that file to enter your own account aliases.
Mini
The original author's site can be found here: http://www.thyu.org/www/ but unfortunately their demo
site for the Ghost theme is down. The theme's repository is here https://github.com/thyu/minighost.
This theme supports approx the same amount of features as 'Phantom' as is responsive.
Edictum
The author's sites can be found here: http://ivanbarcia.eu/edictum.php, This is the simplest theme
and is catered more towards editorial content. It is also responsive.

File & Folder structure
All themes files are located in:
~/App_Plugins/Articulate/Themes
File & folder structure for themes
This is the conventional file/folder structure for an Articulate theme which should always be followed. If these conventions are not followed some of the Articulate view helper methods will not
work.
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Theme Name
o

Assets






o

css


example.css



example.jpg



example.js

img

js

Views


Partials


ExamplePartialView.cshtml



ExampleView.cshtml



web.config

Standard Views
There are 4 standard views located in the /Views folder. These views are:


Master.cshtml
o



This is the master layout file that all views in the current theme share

List.cshtml
o

This view is used to list paged blog posts - this is used on the Articulate root node,
when listing blog posts by category or tag, and also for search results



Post.cshtml
o



This is the blog post view

Tags.cshtml
o

This is the view that lists all posts by categories or tags

Some themes may not have all 4 views included in them if they don't support all features. For example, out of the box the Mini theme does not support the Tags/Categories listing and therefore it
doesn't have the Tags.cshtml view.
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Creating a theme
The easiest way to create a theme is to choose an existing theme with the feature set that you require and copy/paste it's folder. Then to name your theme, just name the copied folder with the
theme name of your choice.
Working with models
All of Articulate theme parts are strongly typed. The underlying model that controls all of the main
views is:
Articulate.Models.IMasterModel

which inherits from IPublishedContent so you still get all of those features as well.
There are quite a few Articulate helper methods that rely on Articulate.Models.IMasterModel so
it's very easy to just pass the current model for pages into these helper methods.
Here are the models for each main view, each of which implements Articulate.Models.IMasterModel and also inherits from IPublishedContent




Post.cshtml = Articulate.Models.PostModel
List.cshtml = Articulate.Models.ListModel
Tags.cshtml = Articulate.Models.TagListModel

IMasterModel
These are the properties of IMasterModel:
string Theme { get; }
IPublishedContent RootBlogNode { get; }
IPublishedContent BlogArchiveNode { get; }
string Name { get; }
string BlogTitle { get; }
string BlogDescription { get; }
string BlogLogo { get; }
string BlogBanner { get; }
int PageSize { get; }
string DisqusShortName { get; }
string CustomRssFeed { get; }

PostModel
These are the properties of PostModel:
IEnumerable<string> Tags {get;}
IEnumerable<string> Categories {get;}
bool EnableComments {get;}
AuthorModel Author {get;}
string Excerpt {get;}
DateTime PublishedDate {get;}
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IHtmlString Body {get;}

ListModel
These are the properties of ListModel:
PagerModel Pages {get;}

TagListModel
These are the properties of ListModel:
PostTagCollection Tags {get;}

Working with partials
Themes generally use partial views quite a lot and when rendering a partial view from a theme you
need to use a special helper method to do this so that MVC knows where to look for the view:
@Html.ThemedPartial(Model, "CommentsDisqus")

And like the normal HtmlHelper.Partial method, this method will accept all of the other overloads
too.
Helper methods
Articulate comes bundles with all sorts of handy helper methods

Html Helpers
//Handy method to manage loading, bundling & minifying assets:
HtmlHelper
HtmlHelper
HtmlHelper
HtmlHelper

RequiresThemedCss(this HtmlHelper html, IMasterModel model, string filePath)
RequiresThemedJs(this HtmlHelper html, IMasterModel model, string filePath)
RequiresThemedCssFolder(this HtmlHelper html, IMasterModel model)
RequiresThemedJsFolder(this HtmlHelper html, IMasterModel model)

//Misc Articulate methods
IHtmlString RssFeed(this HtmlHelper html, IMasterModel model)
IHtmlString AdvertiseWeblogApi(this HtmlHelper html, IMasterModel model)
IHtmlString GoogleAnalyticsTracking(this HtmlHelper html, IMasterModel model)
//Used to render partial views in theme folders
IHtmlString ThemedPartial(this HtmlHelper html, IMasterModel model, string partialName,
object viewModel, ViewDataDictionary viewData = null)
IHtmlString ThemedPartial(this HtmlHelper html, IMasterModel model, string partialName,
ViewDataDictionary viewData = null)
//Handy tag methods
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IHtmlString TagCloud(this HtmlHelper html, PostTagCollection model, decimal maxWeight,
int maxResults)
HelperResult ListTags(this HtmlHelper html, PostModel model, Func<string, HelperResult>
tagLink, string delimiter = ", ")
HelperResult ListCategories(this HtmlHelper html, PostModel model, Func<string,
HelperResult> tagLink, string delimiter = ", ")
//Misc markup methods
HelperResult Table<T>(this HtmlHelper html, IEnumerable<T> collection, string[] headers,
string[] cssClasses, params Func<T, HelperResult>[] cellTemplates) where T : class

Url Helpers
These methods can be used to generate URLs for use in your views:
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string

ThemedAsset(this UrlHelper url, IMasterModel model, string relativeAssetPath)
ArticulateRssUrl(this UrlHelper url, IMasterModel model)
ArticulateTagRssUrl(this UrlHelper url, PostsByTagModel model)
ArticulateSearchUrl(this UrlHelper url, IMasterModel model)
ArticulateRootUrl(this UrlHelper url, IMasterModel model)
ArticulateCategoriesUrl(this UrlHelper url, IMasterModel model)
ArticulateTagsUrl(this UrlHelper url, IMasterModel model)
ArticulateTagUrl(this UrlHelper url, IMasterModel model, string tag)
ArticulateCategoryUrl(this UrlHelper url, IMasterModel model, string category)

Creating a blog post
There are various ways to create a blog post:




Directly from inside Umbraco
o

Expand the content tree to the 'Archive' node underneath the Articulate blog node

o

Click the ellipses to show the Create dialog

o

Select either Rich Text or Markdown format for creating the blog post

Using Live Writer
o

When setting up Live Writer it will ask for the URL of your blog, just use the URL of
the Articulate blog root node, enter your Umbraco username/password and it will automatically configure everything for you. From there you can just write a post in Live
Writer and publish it when you are ready



Using Markdown from your browser (works great with mobile phones too!)
o

Navigate to the Markdown editor URL for your blog - this will be the Articulate blog
root node URL with an appended "/a-new" path. For example if your Articulate blog
root node's URL is "/blog" then the Markdown editor URL will be "/blog/a-new"
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o

You can enter your post's name and content, take photos, attach images, select tags
and categories and publish your post from this simple dialog

Comments
Articulate itself does not manage comments, instead it leaves it up to the experts to manage comments for you. Out of the box Articulate will support comment integration with:


Disqus (recommended)



Google+
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Facebook

By default the Disqus comment engine is enabled but you'll need to enter your Disqus 'shortname'
into your Articulate root blog node. To get a Disqus shortname, just register your blog at
http://disqus.com. Once this is all done, Disqus comments will be shown.
If you do not want to use Disqus and instead want to use Google+ or Facebook then you'll need to
modify the current theme you are working with. In most cases this will be the the theme's
Post.cshtml file and you will see some code similar to:
@if (Model.EnableComments)
{
@Html.ThemedPartial(Model, "CommentsDisqus")
}

Depending on if you want Google+ or Facebook, just swap out the term "CommentsDisqus" with
either "CommentsFacebook" or "CommentsGooglePlus"
Importing comments
If you are using Disqus and are importing to Articulate from a BlogMl source, there's an option on
the Articulate BlogMl importer to allow you to Export Disqus Xml comments. If you select this option,
you will be provided a link after the BlogMl has been imported. You can then download the Disqus
Xml comments and use that file to import them into your Disqus account.
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Importing
After installation a new dashboard will be available in the Developer section:

Options
Most of the options are self explanatory apart from the regex match expressions. These are used to
replace certain text in each imported blog post. A good example of this is if you are importing from
BlogEngine.Net, you'll want to replace the image paths in the posts with new valid Umbraco images
paths.
In this example, you'd want to upload your exported media/image files from BlogEngine.Net and add
them to your Umbraco site's files. For this example, we'll upload all images to the folder:
~/media/articulate-import/
This example will assume we are importing from the shazwazza.com blog which have images/media paths prefixed with http://shazwazza.com. Then in the regex match expression we would
use the expression:
http://shazwazza\.com/image\.axd\?picture=(.*?)("|')
In the regex replace you'd use:
/media/articulate-import/$1$2
And this will ensure that the image paths are now correct.
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The last option: Export Disqus Xml is used if you want to import the comments from the BlogMl into
your Disqus account. If you select this checkbox you will be presented with a link to download the
XML to use to import comments to your Disqus account with the correct (new) blog post IDs.
Sample BlogMl files
Some people have been asking to see some sample BlogMl files as a reference, so here are 2 different samples:


Sample1



Sample2

Configuration
During application startup you can configure various options for Articulate. This is done by creating
your own instance of Umbraco.Core.ApplicationEventHandler and then overriding the ApplicationStarted method. In that method you can set your own Articulate.Options.ArticulateOptions

class which will be used to initialize the Articulate engine. Example:
public class MyEventHandler : ApplicationEventHandler
{
protected override void ApplicationStarted(UmbracoApplicationBase umbracoApplication, ApplicationContext applicationContext)
{
ArticulateOptions.Setup(
new ArticulateOptions(
autoGenerateExcerpt: true,
generateExcerpt: s => s.TruncateAtWord(150)));
}
}

Available options
All options are specified in the constructor of the ArticulateOptions instance passed to the Setup
method. The options are:

autoGenerateExcerpt
True/false (default is true). If the Excerpt field is empty, this will be auto generated based on the
content of the blog post. When this is true it will use the generateExcerpt option to create the value.
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generateExcerpt
This is the method that creates the excerpt if autoGenerateExcerpt is true and the excerpt field is
empty. The default method will: strip the html, decode any html markup, strip blank/new lines, truncate at words with a length of 200 chars.

RssFeedGenerator
Controls how the RSS feeds are generated. This allows you to customize the RSS feed output.
This option cannot be set via constructor parameters. Instead you can create your own Rss feed
generator class that inherits from the Articulate.Syndication.RssFeedGenerator class and override any methods you need in order to customize the feed output. Alternatively you can implement
the entire RSS feed generation manually by creating a class that implements Articulate.Syndication.IRssFeedGenerator.

Then you can create your own options class that inherits from Articulate.Options.ArticulateOptions, override the GetRssFeedGenerator method and return your cus-

tom implementation.
Reading options
The options specified can be accessed by:
UmbracoConfig.For.ArticulateOptions()
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